
 TO CLOSE HIGH-TICKET
SALES

4 Essential Questions



TAGE OF DIP DAYS

QUESTION 1: DESIRE

The first thing you want to find out is what your potential client wants. You want to find

out where the person is and what makes them interested in talking to you about what you

do. What’s really key is that you start the call with their goal. The mistake most people

make is to focus on the problem. Instead, focus on what they WANT. Where do they aspire

to be? 

Question: What do you really, really want? What is your big goal?

QUESTION 2: VALUE

Once you know what they want, go a layer deeper and ask questions about why they want

that. And, when you ask why it needs to come from a place of empathy and curiosity. This

person is sharing with you their dream, so honor that and give it some love. 

Question: You've indicated that you want [goal], why is that important to you? 
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QUESTION 4: URGENCY

QUESTION 3: PROBLEM

Next spend time understanding what they think is the problem. It’s very key to listen

carefully because this is often where your client’s BIGGEST reason to buy shows up. There’s

always a stuck story or pattern and we have to get them to see the lack of truth in their

stuck story. If you don’t address the untruth in their stuck story immediately, it will 100%

show up as an objection (probably a price objection) at the end of the call. 

Question: Why do you think you don't have that already? 

You create the urgency by bringing the person into a state where they see the problem

needs to be addressed now and that they need to take action. You’ll use pleasure state

questions and pain state questions to move their state of mind. Remember, URGENCY is

what creates sales.

Questions: What’s at risk if you don’t get what you want? What’s going to
happen?... If you were achieve your goal, what would that be like for you?
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Be bold.
Play first.
Live free.

Book a sales breakthrough session
I help entrepreneurs who are ready to leave behind the

hustle and break through to six-figures and beyond with

ease. If you're ready to make quantum leaps in your business ,

book a sales breakthrough session with me today.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK
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https://calendly.com/welltraveledpalate/sales-breakthrough

